
Creative adaptation is at the core of what we do.

Special Gifts Theatre (SGT) is a not for profit 501(c)(3) organization that fosters self-confidence,
social, speech and language skills in individuals with disabilities, using educational

and therapeutic techniques with the stage as the platform, integrating creativity and fun.

Corporate
Partnership

Opportunities



Dream...
of a world where everyone is accepted regardless of their differences!

Dream...
of a world where everyone is accepted regardless of their differences!

Who we are...Who we are...
Special Gifts Theatre is the ONLY organization in the Chicago
region that provides transformative educational and therapeutic
theatre arts programming tor youth and adults with disabilities.

Believe...In the abilities of each student!Believe...In the abilities of each student!

We are seeking...We are seeking...
Corporate Partners to support our mission and in return receive tools and resources
for inclusive education, public relations exposure and community volunteer 
experiences.

SGT offers our Corporate Partners...SGT offers our Corporate Partners...
Specific options to build impactful community
relations and unique marketing exposure. 
Customized opportunities to be active changemakers in our local community 
through volunteer events that expand our mission.

SGT led workshops to teach inclusivity and understanding different abilities.

SGT incorporates PEER MENTORS which pairs typically developing
youth with our students with disabilities.  Our peer mentors gain
leadership responsibility, cultural sensitivity and compassion.  Our
students accelerate their social and emotional learning.  In addition
to our stage performances, SGT has a TRAVELING TROUPE which
teaches inclusivity and celebrates our different abilities.



Partner with Special Gifts Theatre

Achieve...
Change, one impactful action at a time.

Achieve...
Change, one impactful action at a time.

For more information on the various ways you can
partner with Special Gifts Theatre, contact:
Elise Steffe
esteffe@specialgiftstheatre.org
P.O. Box 2231
Northbrook, IL  60065
847.564.7704
www.specialgiftstheatre.org

Impactful Community Relations and Unique Marketing Exposure
Changemaker Corporate Volunteer Opportunities

Customized Workshops to Teach Inclusivity and Understanding Different Disabilities

https://www.facebook.com/SpecialGiftsTheatre
https://www.instagram.com/specialgiftstheatre/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/special-gifts-theatre-inc/
https://specialgiftstheatre.org/
http://esteffe@specialgiftstheatre.org 

